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A B S T R A C T
This report presents the results of an experimental aerodynamic investigation
of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation H-33 Space Orbiter. The purpose of the
investigation was to determine static aerodynamic characteristics of the
orbiter at a Mach number of 0.17. These data were determined by employing
a 1/25 scale model of the orbiter for pitch and yaw variations of -4 degrees
to 24 degrees and -15 degrees to 15 degrees, respectively. This investigation
was conducted in the Grumman Aerospace Corporation 7 - by - 10 Foot Wind Tun-
nel.
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Presented herein are the results of an experimental static aerodynamic
investigation of the Grumman Aerospace H-33 Space Orbiter configuration.
The purpose of the investigation was to determine basic subsonic aero-
dynamic characteristics for pitch and yaw variations of -4 degrees to
24 degrees and -15 degrees to 15 degrees, respectively, for freestream
Mach number of 0.17. Primary test parameters included a basic component
buildup, and effects on the basic aerodynamics due to elevon and rudder
deflections. Also investigated were the effects of the rudder speed
brake at flare angles of 0 degrees, -10 degrees, and -15 degrees along
with top rudder panel variations.
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TABLE I. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENCLATU,
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WTND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF 
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force ·CN
Cy Side -Force CY. CY CC
Cj Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm ' .Pitching Moment CLM CLLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D- L .t-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF
f
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Tests were conducted on the 1/25 Scale Grumman Orbiter Configuration
H-33 without external tanks as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The delta
wing (W4) had adjustable elevons and the vertical tail (V5) had upper
and lower rudder segments. The lower segments were capable of splitting
into a "V" section to form a speed brake while functioning as a rudder.
Base pressures were taken at 10 locations on the model. Boundary layer
transition was fixed by the use of strips of pinked electrician's tape
(0.007 thick) located 1.5 in. streamwise aft of the fuselage nose and
0.75 in. aft of the leading edges of the wing and tail surfaces.
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DATA SET COLLATION SHEET
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TEST GrWTT Z92 DATA SET COLLATION SHEET
O PRETEST
g POSTTEST
DATA SET SCHD. MAC S NO. CONAROL DEFL ECIONS 
CONFIGURATION -Of -,- - - __…
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I 0411 0W41 _ ,-000 4-15 - -
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
This is a continuous flow, open circuit, closed throat tunnel. The test
section is 7 feet by 10 feet by 20 feet. A 12-foot diameter propeller is
driven at speeds up to 1200 rpm by a 1750 HP induction electric motor.
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS:
Speed Range (mph):












The GAC Low Speed Wind Tunnel is equipped for Aerodynamic force and pressure
testing on 3-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and reflection plane models. Capa-
bility also exists for conducting powered model, flutter, Jet flap, flow vis-
ualization, and wake survey tests.
A variable frequency power unit having a range from 0 to 660 HZ, and a maxi-
mum output of 100 KW is available for the 3 phase induction motors used in
powered models.
Available model supports include: two and three point supports, a single mount
with fixed linkages for setting model pitch attitude, wire supports, and a
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Continued)
pedestal mount for half model tests. Special installations can be provided
to sting support models. Image systems are available for evaluating model
support tare and interference effects.
The tunnel primary balance is a six-component mechanical external yoke type.
The balance incorporates a pitch arm with ± 45° pitch capability and a yaw
table which can provide + 45° of yaw. Capability also exists for conducting
tests with internal strain gage balance installations.
Removable wall inserts are available for 2-dimensional tests and a stationary
ground plane is available for investigating ground effects.
An IBM 1800 computer system serves as the facilities data acquisition and
reduction center. It is dedicated to the facility and provides on-line data
reduction capability. On-site plotting is also available on a Calcomp drum-
type plotter.
The facility can provide photographic, closed-circuit and play-back television




REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)









YOKE-TYPE LOW SPEED WIND TUNNE
ACCURACY:
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All force data collected by the six component mechanical balance were
reduced to standard NASA coefficient form along and about a system of
stability axis. This axis system originated from a nominal c.g. located
at F.S. 1285, W.L. 403 and B.L. O.
The data were reduced with the following reference values:
Sref = 7.74 ft. 2
bref = 3.78 ft.
ref = 5.40 ft.
Corrections were applied to the data for effects due to tunnel flow align-
ment and model support tare and interference. The values of these cor-
rections were determined from GWTT 290 which was run in April, 1971.
The data was corrected for tunnel wall effects by employing the following
equations:
A a = 1.04 C
L
ACD = .0182 CL
Ac = .00055 cL
The free stream dynamic pressure was corrected for model blockage by the
following equation:
qc = 1.030 qINDICATED
Transition was fixed with strips of pinked electrician's tape, 1.5 inches
streamwise aft of the fuselage nose and 0.75 inches aft of the leading
edges of the wing and tail surfaces.
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SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED I
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS




Yaw Polar, Beta = -3. Degrees
Aileron Effectiveness in Pitch,
Elevtr = O. Degrees
Aileron Effectiveness in Pitch,
Elevtr = -5. Degrees
Aileron Effectiveness in Pitch,
Elevtr = -10. Degrees
Speed Brake Effect in Pitch - Brakes
at -15., 15. and -30., 30. Degrees
Rudder Effectiveness in Pitch - Speed
Brakes at 15. and -15. Degrees
Rudder Effectiveness in Pitch - Speed
Brakes at 30. and -30. Degrees
Rudder Effectiveness in Pitch - No Speed
Brakes
























































TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Effect of Speed Brakes in Yaw - Brakes F Speed Brake 55-60
at 15., -15. and 30., -30. Degrees Deflection Angle
Aileron Effectiveness in Yaw, F Aileron Deflection 61-66
Elevtr = 0. Degrees
Aileron Effectiveness in Yaw, F Aileron Deflection 67-72
Elevtr = -5. Degrees Angle
Aileron Effectiveness in Yaw, F Aileron Deflection 73-78
Elevtr = -10. Degrees Angle
Rudder Effectiveness in Yaw - Speed F Rudder Deflection 79-84
Brakes at 30. and -30. Degrees Angle
Rudder Effectiveness in Yaw - Speed F Rudder and Speed 85-90
Brakes at 15. and -15. Degrees Brake Deflection
Angle
Rudder Effectiveness in Yaw - No F Rudder Deflection 91-96
Speed Brakes Angle
Note: Plotted Coefficients Schedule on following page.
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
SCHEDULE A SCHEDULE B SCHEDULE C
CL vs. CD
CL vs. CIM


































1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
axes niave been displaced from the center
of gravity.
CC - m YW
Cn
C.-





Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
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MODEL SCALE
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ELEVON (FOR WY WING)MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: INDIVIDUAL MOVABLE CONTROL SURFACE ASSOCIATED WITH THE W4 WING






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
FULL-SCALE




















E VERTICAL TAIL - V5MODEL COMPONENT:











At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord








































RUDDER (FOR Vz VERTICAL TAIL)MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: MOVABLE CONTROL _SURFACE ASSOCIATED WITH THE VF VERTICAL TAIL






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord































a ALEHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind X-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
Q PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive. Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m 3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV:, psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP CP pressure coefficient; (p-pw)/q
26
NOMECLATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
ci wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see fref or LREF)
ref aLREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2, ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis




























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis












CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base a4 al force coefficient;
-1] (Pb - Pac)/q] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA- CAb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS lref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref






CL CL lift force coefficient; F ,qS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FJDqS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
ODf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My, /qS 1 ref
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Ch CLN yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref
Ca CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, /qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; G/C D





horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees
symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard - trailing edge down
elevon - trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap - trailing edge down
rudder - trailing edge to the left
spoiler - trailing edge down
tab - trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;





























































6 EL LELEVN Left wing elevon deflection angle,positive is trailing edge down,
in degrees.
~ER RELEVN Right wing elevon deflection angle,
positive is trailing edge down, in
degrees.
6 RT TRUDDR Top portion of segmented rudder,positive is trailing edge left, in
degrees.
6 RLL LLRUDD Left (pilot's view) part of splitlower rudder segment in the V-shaped,
speed brake configuration. Positive
is trailing edge left, in degrees.
6 RLR LRRUDD Right (pilot's view) part of splitlower rudder segment in the V-shaped
speed brake configuration. Positive
is trailing edge left, in degrees.
W4x'y Superscripts x and y indicate the deflections of the left
and right elevons, respectively, where positive deflections
are T.E. down.
The rudder is segmented into upper and lower panels. The
V5 lower panel splits open along its chord line to become a
V-shaped speed brake,
Superscripts: 1) a single superscript indicates the de-
flection of the entire full span rudder. 2) three super-
scripts, x, y, z, denotes the segmented rudder with speed
brakes flared. x denotes upper segment deflection, y the
left half of the lower segment, and z the right half of the
lower segment.
For any of these surfaces, positive deflection is T.E. left.
32
TABULATED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting
and those created in arriving at the
quently, is available as an addendum
made up in two sections:
of all aero data sets, both original
plotted material to be presented subse-
to this report. The tabular listing is
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.






If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. R. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division










W 0.3 -- _ _ _ 
-0.
_-4 -2 0 2 4 G ·
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMOrC. CCJFIGURATICON ESCRIPTI"N
ROIOOZI C) GWTT 292 CCtIF.H-33 CRBI TER BSW4VS
R0Z1006) GI WTT 292 CCN4F.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(-5-5S)V5
(RDO007) GQ TT 292 CCONF.H-33 CRB[TER B5W4(-10,-0)VS
(ROioo00 GWTT 29Z CCOF.H-33 ORB1TER BSW4(-15 -1S)V5
(R0154DI CGTT 292 CC4F.H-33 CROITER 85W4(-25,-Z5)VS




.000 0.000 0 .00ooo








































DATA BET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICIN LELEVN RELEVN BETA
(RDIOZ1 ) CGWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 8SW4VS 0. 00 0.000 0.000
(10100D GWTT 292 CONF.H-3 COBITER B5W4(-5,-5)VS 
-5.000 -5.000 0.000(101007) GCTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER BSW41-10,-0O)VS -10.000 -10.000 0.000(RD010O) G[ TT 202 C4F.NH-3 CRBITER 05W4(-15.-5)VS -15.000 -15.000 0.000
(R01054 L CGWTT Z92 CCONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(-25, -25)V5 -25.000 -25.000(0R.009) CWTT 292 CC*JF.H-33 CRB1TER BSW4(-35,-35)VS -35.000 -35.000 0.000
nACH 0.170
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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.04 .03 .02 .0
PITCHING
85W4VS
B5W4 (-5 p -5) VS
B5W4(-10,-I0) V5
B5W4 (-15 -I5) VS
BSW4 (-25,-25) VS
BSW4 (-35 ,-35) V
CCONFIGURATICON CESCRIPTICON
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER I
GWTT 292 CC8NF.H-33 CRBITER E
GWTT 292 CCNF.NH-3 ORBITER E
GWTT 292 CC"F.H-33 CRBITER I
GWTT 292 CJ"F.N--33 ROITER f
GWTT 292 CCOF.H-33 ORBITER E
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-4 -2 0 2 4 ·
ANG
DATA SET SYM80L CCINFIGURATICN ODESCRIPTICN
RD0100Z) GCWTT Z9Z CCF:.H-33 CORBITER B5W4V5
RDz01023 L GWTT Z92 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B5
MACH















FIG. 2 EFFECT OF BODY



















DATA SET SYMB.OL CCOFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICH
(RDO102;I GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 OROITER 8514V5
(RD01023) GTT 292 CCNF.N-33 CORBITER 5S
MACN















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
oATA SET SYMBOL CCONrIGURATICN CESCRIPTICN
(D1002 ) GcWTT Z92 CONBF.N-33 CRB1TER 5BW4VS



































































-'_4 - 2 0 2 4 0
ANG
DATA SET SYMlIOL CCOFIGURATICNI CESCRIPTION
(R01002) Q GWTT 292 CCOIF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5
(RO1004) GL CWTT 292 CONF.N-33 ORBITER BSW4VS
#ACH
* t10 t2 14 t6

























_-4 -- 2 0 2 4
ANG
DATA SET SYINOL CCONFIGURATICON CESCRIPTICIN
(RD1002) GWTT Z92 CC1NF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5
(R01004) GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5
HACH























DATA -4 --ET 0 ·ONFICUR 2 4 6NAN
DATA SET SyMHB, CCNFZGURATI:C' CESCRIPTICO
(RDOlOO) O GWTT 292 CC F.H-33 ORBITER BSW4V5(RI0004) GWTT 292 CCONF.H-35 CORBTER B5W4V5
MACH









































DATA SCT SYMB/A CCNFIGURATICI OEDSCRIPTICN
(ACDOOZ) CWTT Z9Z CC*NF.H-33 CABITER RBS
IC t004)~ , CW GVTT 292 CCOF.N-33 CRBITER B51
4A CH
6 * SO 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
rLELVN RCLEVN BETA
W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000
iW4V5 0.000 0.000 35.000
0.170
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















iiil iii iii iii iii iii iii i i i ii iii i i ii iii ii iii
- g 0
ANGLE OF 
DATA ST SYMBOL CCONlIGURATICON DESCRIPTICN
(R010OZ 2 G WTT Z92 CONF.H-33 CORBITER 8W4V5
(R0104I ) GWT Z92 CONF.H-33 CORBITER aBW4Vs
NACH






1i 20 at 34 6t
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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O I 4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTION
(RL1002 ) G WTT 29Z COCNF.H-33 CRRB TER B5W4V5










SREF 7.7440 SQ FT




























































-4. - 2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE 0f
DATA SET SYM -BC4 CCNFIGURATICON DESCRIPTICJ
(R0:002) R CWTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 ORBITER 85W4V5
(R0OI10) GWTT 29Z CCOF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(+5,-5)VS
A CH
IN PITCH, ELEVTR=O. DEG.
l10 a12 4 ls
























DATA SCT SYHBOL CCINFIGURATIC4N OESCRIPTICN
RD01002) GCWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER 85W4VS
(OzlolO) GJWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 15W4(+5,-5)V5
NA CH















FT r, ATI E'DPNl r rPTTifkl:CC Tkl DTTPU CIl EITD-fln nfEiu, AlLt-UI4 EFF..I I VtX r IN.I'm rLr¥ IR-U. Ut.U.
· -- 0 ,C,
· · i · i i i a i i i a a i a i a lia ini I 1 a I a 2 *I
A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~en s . t f'l .^ 4e ., I^ 4m.4 J m 4 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHSOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICIJ
(RDOOZ) G CWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4V5
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[TCH. Fl FVTR=n. nEG.
. -T § § · . l.--b .w .l i.J ,., .~ .
l _ ,~~~~~~~~~~
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ 
2 0 a 4 10io
ANGLE OF ATTACt
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(R10021) G CWTT Z92 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER SW4V5






































FIG. 4 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, ELEVTR-O. DEG.
~r-r- -~-r-~- -in- -in- -in- ~-r~- ~r ,r~ -r-r~ ~mr ~TT .' - - -'N
3 - ~~  ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ __ 
- 2 O a2 4
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICJN
(RD0002) CGWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B51
(RO1010) WTT ?92 CCONF.H-33 ORBITER 851
* * 10 1s 14 to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN BETA
;W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000
W4 (+5, -5)V5 5.000 -5.000 0.000
0.170
t1 20 It 14 26
REFERENCE INFORMATION













































DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICON OESCRIPTICN
(ROloOZ,.02 GWTT 29 .CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5




a 10 is 14 is








tO 22 a4 te
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































- a 0 2 4 
MACH 0.1t7
_ I- rl 1I---_ R
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-4 -3 0 a 4 
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SyrHOL CCNFIGURATICNJ DESCRIPTICN
(aOIOe6 C0 GWTT *Z CONC.H-33 CRBITER BSW4(-5,-5)V5
1(DO12S) GCWTT 292 CCJF.H-33 CRBITER BSW4 0,-1O)V5





























--I 1 ! { 1 { I I I I I 1' ! 1 1 I 1 ! I I I I I I 1 '1 ! I I I E l l I { I I I I ' f I
.O+/0
4fX f~~gf/
Q -- -I J -. i. 
A IX
- 0 · 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN
(IoDI0oe CG CWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 OCRBITER 85
RDIOIS0101 GWTT 29Z CCNF.H-35 CRBITER B85
(RCO10sI 0O GWTT 292 CCOF.H-33 ORBITER 851
MACH
a * 10 lt 14 1s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LLLEVN RELEVN BETA
W4(-5,-5)V5 -5.000 -5.000 0.000
W4 (0 ,-0) V 0.000 -10.000 0.000
AW4(+S,-S5)VS 5.000 -15.000 0.000
0. 70
18 to 2t 24
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 5 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
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ANGLE OF
DATA SIT SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN
(RD1006 Q CGWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4i(-5 -)V5
(R0O01S) GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRSITER 5W (0o,-O) V5
(R01011) 0 GWTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(*+5,-I5)V
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REFERENCE INFORMATION




















FIG. 6 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, ELEVTR=-I






















OATA SET SYMBOL CCNJFGURATICN OESCRIPTICON
(IR0071 o CTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4L(-LO,-L)VS
CRD0102) 15 GWTT 292 CCGF.H-33 ORBITER BSW4(-5,-IS)VS
A CH
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REFERENCE INFORMATION



























EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, ELEVTR=-10. DEG.
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FIG. 6 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN P
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ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMWOL CCOFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN
(ROloo) Q GwrTT 292 CCINF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4(-10,O-O)V5
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OATA SET SYM.BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
(RDIoo0 ) GvWTT 292 CONF.H-3 CORBITER B5W4-I10,-O) V5
(RD11Z0) GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(1-S,-S)V5
HACH















FIG. 6 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, ELEVTR=-1Oo DEG.
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ANGLE OF
0ATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN
CR01007) D GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4(-10,-tO)V5
(ROIO 2) GWTT 292 CCONF.-33 ORBITER B5W4(-5,-15)V5
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GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER 85W4V5(0,*+5,-15)









0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.
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DATA SET SYMBOtL CCOFIGURATICN CESCRIPTICN
(RD1IOZ) GCWTT 292 CCIF.H-33 CIRBITER 05W4VS
(R0114) CGWTT 292 CCOF.H-33 CRZBITER B5W4V5(O,*05,-15)
(Ro10L5) O GWTT 292 CC4F.H-33 CRBITER BSV4V5(O,+30,-SO)
MACH





















EFFECT IN PITCH- BRAKES -15.,15. AND -30..30. DEG.
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I( D015 ) 0
MA'CH
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
GWTT 292 CONF.N-33 ORBITER B5W4V5
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(O,*+!
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CORITER 85W4V5(O0,+3
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUOD LRRUDD
0.000 0.000 0.000
5,-iS) 0.000 15.000 -S1.000
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ANGLE OF A'
DATA SET YMHBL CCONFIGURATICN ESCRIPTICO
(RD0114) Q GWTT 292 CCNF.M-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(0O,I5,-15)
(RD1016) G CWTT 292 CCrNF.H- 33 CRBITER B5W4V5 -t0,+5,-25)
(RDIOT1 ) O GWTT 292 CCIF.H-33 CQBITER B5W4V5(-15,0,-30)
MACn








0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.


















DATA SET SYMBrA. CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICON
IRD1014) R CWTT 292 CONF.N-33 COR8ITER 851
Ro01016) CWITT Z92 COCF.H-33 ORBITER 851
(R01017) 0 GWTT 292 COCF.H-33 CRBeTER 851
A CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUDD
.W4V5(0,+15,-15) 0.000 15.000 -15.000
W4V5 (-10,*5,-25) -10.000 5.000 -25 .000
W4V5-15.0,-30) 
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DATA SET SnB'A. CCIFIGURATIC, DESCRIPTICN
(IRD014) CGWTT 292 CrNF.H-33 CRDITER BSW4V5(O,*15,-15)
(D01016). GWTT 292 CrNF.H-33 ORBITER 98W4V5(-10,+5,-Z5)





























































FIG. 8 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH

















*--4 -- Z 0 a 4 · a
ANGLE OF Al
DATA SET SYMDOL. CCONFIGURATICt OESCRIPTICI
(RD1014) GWTT 2 CC29 F.H-35 CORBITER B5W4VS(0,+5,-15)
(IOl106) L GWTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-10,+5,-25)
(RDIO$7) O GWTT Z9 CC4NF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-15,0,-30)
MACH






































BRAKES AT 15. AND -15. DEG.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICiN TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUOD
GWTT 292 CC4F.H-33 C4RBITER B5W4V5(O,+5,-I O) 0.000 1l.OO0 -15.000
CGWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-10,I 5,-25) -10.000 5.000 -. 00OO0
O CWTT 292 CCNFF.H-33 ORBITER BSW4V5(-15,0,-30) -15.000 0.000 -30.000
MACH 0.170
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.































CWTT 292 CNIF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5C0,+I5,-jI)
CWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER 85W4V5(-10i.5,-Z5)
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER S5W4V5C-15,0,-30)
0.170




-10.D00 5.000 -2 .000
-15.000 0.000 -30.000
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF T.7440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.









































9 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- SPEED BRAKI
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OATA SET SYHBOL CCOIFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN
(DROOIS) CWrT 292 CCOF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(O,+30,-30)
(ROl ) GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-15,+25,-35)









0.000 SREF 7.7440 SO FT








FIG. 9 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- SPEED BRAKES AT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA srT SyMBOI CHFIFGURATICZ~ DESCRZPTXCN TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUDD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIC
CR010151 C GWTT *92 CCIF.H-33 CRBITER BSW4V5(O+,30,-30) 0.000 30.000 -30.000 0.000 SREF 7.°440 $Q
(RDlol) GWTT *2 CC*JF.M-33 CABITER BSW4V5(-15,+25,-35) -15.000 25.000 -35.000 0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT









9 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- SPEED BRAKES AT 30. AND -30. DEG.
Symn-._ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER 851
GWTT Z9z C",NF.H-33 CRBITER B51
O GWTT 292 CCNF.-33 CORBITER 85
MACH
6 * 10 1t 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUDD
W4V5 (O*,05,-3) 0.000 30.000 -30.000
WAV5(-15,,Z5,-35) -15.000 25.000 -35.000
WaVS(-5,+25.-35) -5.000 25.000 -35.000
0.170
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.7440 So FT































FIG. 9 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- SPFF RRAKFS AT 3n. ANn -3n. DFG.
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SYMBOL CCIFIGURATICN CESCRIPTION
GWTT Z92 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 
GW'TT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER
















0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
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- 2 a a 1 4 6
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICON
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER BsW4V5(0,+3
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER BsW4V5(-15,
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER BsW4V5(-5,+'
I A I
6 10 iZ 14 is
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUDD
0-O-3) 0.000 30.000 -30.000
*25,-35) -15.000 25.000 -35.000





t0 22 24 26
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.7440 sQ FT
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FIG. 9 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- SPEED BRAKES AT 30. AND -30. DEG.
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0 2
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER 85
GWTT 292 CONF.N-33 ORBITER B5u
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5S
* · 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
TRUCODR LLRUDD LRRUDD
W4VS (0 30,-30) 0.000 30.000 -30.000
1W4V5(-5,'*25,-35) -15.000 25.000 -35.000
iW4VS5-5*+25,-35) -5.000 25.000 -35.000
0.170ro
ii 20 Z2 24 Le
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
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FIG. 10 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN P1


























GWTT Z92 CCNJF.H-33 CABITER 851
GWTT Z92 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5
GWTT 292 CCON.H-3 rORBITER 05
GWTT 292 CCAO.H-33 CRBITER 05
0.170
* * 10 13 14 la 16a 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIIN
W4VS 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.7440 Q FrT
W4V (-5) -5.000 0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.
W4V~S(-10) -10.000 0.000 SREF 3.7800 FT.






FIG. 10 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS










WVTT Z92 CC.NF.H-33 CRBITER 81
C G WTT 292 CCAF.H-33 CRBITER 85
G CWTT 292 CCVF .H-33 CRBITER 85
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CORBITER 85
HACH
1o $ 12 14 t i































FIG. 10 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH- NO SPEED BRAKES



























GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 851
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER BS8
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 851
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 851
0.1tO
a a 10 12 14 1s






































GWTT Z9Z CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B5
GWTT 29Z CCJNF.H-33 ORBITER 08
GWTT 292 CCNJF.H-33 ORBITER B0
GWTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 ORBITER 805
0.170
a · 10 is 14 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
RUDDER BETA
W4V5 0.000 0.000
W4VS(-5) - .000 0.000
W4VS (-10) -10.000 0.000
W4V5 (-15) -15.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION









FIG. 10 RUDDER EFFECTI'
.o07T i i r i- i , II
SYMHBC CCONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICON
GWTT 92 CCNF.M-33 ORBITER 85,
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B51
GWTT 292 CCrF.H-33 EORBITER Bt5
GWTT 92 CCOF.H-33 COBITER I E
MACH
6 · 10 12 14 16























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICO RUDDER BETA
W G TT 292 CONF.-33 CORBITER BSW4V5 O.aDO 0.000GWTT 292 CCN(F.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-S 
-5.000 0.000
, GWTT 292 CCNF .H-33 CORBITER BW4V5 (-10) 





































FIG. 11 EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL IN YAW











. -14 -it -- 0 - ; 
SID
DATA SET SY4BOL CCNFIGURATI.ON ESCRIPTICN
(ROO5ZS! , GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 65W4(RADIoz?) WITT 292 CONF.H-33 CRlITER B5w4V5
MACH
-4 - a a 4 a































W-T .022 - __3O
C.n
DATA SET SyMBL CCt4FIGURATICAI [ESCRZPTICN
(RD1025) 0 GWTT 292 CCNF.H-53 (RBITER 85WB(R0I0ZT) ' GWTT 292 CC,4F.H-33 CRBITER BSU4VS
NACH
-4 - Z a 2 4 6




















-10 -14 -1o -1 a a
SIc
DATA SET $YMBOL CONFIGURATICIN ODESCRIPTION
(RDt025) Q Gw-TT 292 CONF.H-33 CORBITER B5W4
(RDo027) WGUTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5
*4CH
- 4 - I 0 a 4 I















EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKES IN YAW- BRAKES AT 15.,-15.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SY MBOL CCONFIGURATION ESCRIPTICON ALPHA
GWTT 29Z CCOF.H-33 CORBITER B5W4V5 }000
Z CWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CABITER 55W4V5(O,+l5,-15) 0.000
0 GrWTT 292 CONCF.H-33 RBITER B5W4V5(O,+3O,-O3) 0.000
MACH 0.170
REcERENCE INFCRMATION




































































-to -14 -12 -10 - 0 - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
0*TA SET SYMBOL CCNIFIGURATIC ODESCRIPTICO
(R01027) GWTT 292 CCtF.H-33 ORBITER BSW4VS(R0lo039) GWTT 292 CCOF.H-33 CBWITER B5W4VS(O,,+I,--S)
(RD01034) 0 GWTT 292 CCF.H-33 CORBITER BSW4V5(O,30,O-30)
MACH
















FIG. 12 EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKES IN YAW- BRAKES AT 15.,-15. AND 30.,-30. DEG.
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-. le -14 -12 -1O - - 6 -4 - 2 0 S 4 e
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
a a 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN
(R01027) G CWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER e5w4v5
(R01039) GWTT 292 CC F.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(0o+,15-15)








SREF ?.7440 SQ FT
LREF 5.4000 FT.






























FIG. 12 EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKES IN YAW- BRAKES AT 15..-15. AND 30.,-30. DEG.
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REFERENCE INFORMATICN








GWTT 292 CCNF.N-33 CRBITER 85W4V5
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 C RITER 85W4V5(0O.15,-15)
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FIG. 12 EFFECT OF SPEED BR)






GWTT Z92 COINF.H-33 CORBITER B
GWTT Z92 CCONF.H-35 CRBITER 851
O GWTT 292 CC AF.H-33 CRBITER 05
NACH
- 4 - 0 4 S
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA
W4V5 0.000
W4V5 (0,*5,-l 5) 0000
W4V5 (0,30,-30) 0.000
0.170
,-15. AND 30.,-30. DEG.
REFERENCE INFORHATION








6t -14 -12 -t0 -
T 15..-15. AND 30.,-30. DEG.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYHBOL CONFIGURATICON OESCRIPTICON ALPHA
G CTT 292 CCNF.H-33 RBITER B5W4V5 0 .000
GCWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CABITER B5W4V5(0,+15,-15) 0.000
GCWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CORBITER B5W4V5(0,+30,-30) 0.000
MACH o.170
REFERENCE INFORHATION
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DATA SET SYBY'L CCNFIGURATICN DOESCRIPTICON
(ROLOz2) n GWTT Z92 CCONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5
(RD1032) GWTT 292 CCINF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4(+5,-5)V5
MACH 0.170
REFERENCE INFORMATION













































-i -14 -12 -10 - O - a - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET 5YHEVNB CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
RDoz) 17 2G CWTT 292 CCOIF.H-33 CRBITER s5W4VS
LRDtoSZ) GL WTT 292S CCF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(+S,-I)Vs
MACA
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- I 0 4 ·
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-1 --14 -12 -10 - - 4 a2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1i 14 1i
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CCOFIGURATIC ODESCRIPTICN LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(R0O0271 ) CTT 292 CC¢F.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT





















-16 -14 -12 -10 - * - 6 - 4
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CCOFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(f01027 Q CGWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5
(R01032 ^ GCWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 OROITER B5W4(.+5-S)VS
MACH
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SIOE SLIP ANGLE
DATA SET SY"BeL. CCIFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
(R01o02) CGWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER R5W4V5
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMrN'4 CONFIGURATIr" 0ESCRIPTICN LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA
(OD027) CGWrT 292 CC F.H-33 CRBITER 05W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000




o10 z 14 t6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-' o SIDE- - 4LIP
SIDE SLIP
CC~NFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICIN
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(-5,-5)V5
GWTT 29Z CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(0,-t0)V5
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-3. CRBITER 85W4¢+5,-15)V5
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA
-5.000 -S .DO 0.000





























































FIG. 14 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW.









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA OCT SYMEBOC CCNtIGURATICN CESCRIPTION
IRD0103) Q GWTT 292 CCONF.H-3 ORBITER B5W4(-5,-5)V5
(Rt0102l GWTT Z9Z CCNF.H-33 CORBTER 85W4(0,-IO)V5


























-10 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 -4 
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON CESCRIPTICN
IRtoD33J) GWTT 292 C(*NF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(-5-SI)V5
(RD0oZs) LI GWTT 292 CCrF.H-33 CRBITER BSW4(0,-O) V5
(RD1031) O GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CORBITER B5W4(+5,-IS)VS
MACH
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA




0 10 12 14 is
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 14 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW. ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
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-14
-t12 -10 SIDE SL- IP
SIDE SLIP
CCONFIGURATION DESCRPTION
GWTT 292 CCONFH.-33 CRBITER B5W4(-S5-5)V5
GWTT 292 CCONF.H-33 ORBITER BSW4C(0O-O)VS
GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CR0ITER B5W4(+5,-l5)V5
. I_




















































FIG. 14 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
- 1 r -I Tl I J I l I 1 T t T Ti i1 I1 II '1 'l 'l B'! 'l lwr- ' WrW -
_ _ _ _ 
_~~~~-
_z ____
_ _. _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__ ---. [-_I _=-q-Z-- -,..-_~ ~ ._
-4- -0-e L-zA
-14 -12 -10 - · - 6 - 4
DATA SET SYMBcO CCNFIGURATICN CESCRIPTICG
(t01033) 0 GWTT 292 CCNBF.H-3 CITER 8s




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREE¢
LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA
W4 (-5 ,-5)V5 -. 000 -5.000 0.00
W4 (0-%10)VS 0.000 -10.000 0.00
L44(#5,-15)V5 5.000 -15.000 0.00
0.o70
T
8 1l0 t1 14 s6
S
REFERENCE INFCORMATION
0 SREF 7.7440 sQ FT
0 LREF 5.4000 FT.
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FIG. 14 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
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I I . .110 1s 14 is
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SY9HA. CC:PFIGURATICNl DESCRIPTICN
W CITT 292 CCIF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(-5,-5)Vf
GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4¢0,-IO)V5






























































FIG. 15 ATIFRfN FFFFETTVFNFS TIN YAW. FIFVTR=-l. nDEG.
.o0,
.05
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICN LELEVN RELEVN ALPHA
RDIO29) GCWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(-1O,-I0)VS -10.000 -10.000 0.000
(ROIOa) GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(-5,-15)V5 -5.000 -15.000 0.000
MACH 0.170
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-. is S . . I L . . .. ... I
-16 -14 -i2 -10 - s - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIF
DATA SET SYNI.L CCOFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN
(RDo02) GWTT 29Z CONF.H-33 CRBITER 05W4(-10.-lO)V5(RDIO O) GWTT 292 C4CNF.H-33 CRBITER S5W4(-5,-ZS)V5
MACH
- a *4 6





























-1# -14 -12 -10 - S - 4 -
SIDE SLIF
DATA SET SYMBOL COCFIGURATICO OESCRIPTICN
(N01029) G WUTT 292 CC4F.H-33 OCRBITER B55W'C-10,-10) V
(DIOS3) GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CORITER 85W4(-S,-25)V5
MACH































-O.16 .. - - . .
-. is --4 -0 - * -
DATA SET SYaOL CCiONFGURATICN OESCRIPTICON
Rl1D029) Q GCWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4(-:O,-Io)IV
(R0103U) GWTT 292 CCOtr.H-33 CRBITER 85W4(-5,-IS) VS
MACH






















FIG. 15 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, ELEVTR=-10. DEG.
oO0 -r-r--r- I I I I -I I -I I! I!I I i I I I I I 
.45
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~Az z = 4~ e ._ 
o 2 4-1Z -O10 - a - · - 4 - a
II T - -I I -TT
A
6 8 10 12 14 is
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN
IA01029) GWTT Z9Z CONF.H-33 CORBITER 65W4(-10,-I0)VS
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_ ___ I. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
tziz m_ 
_
_ . ....... _. 
F _
OATA SET SYMBC.L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
(R01029) G WTT 292 CCF.H-33SS CRBITER I
ROloSo) C103WTT Z92 CONF.H-33 ORITER I
- 6 -4 - a O 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
L ELEVN RELEVN ALPHA
BSW4 (-10.-10) Vs -10.000 -10.000 0.000
BW4 (-5,-15) V5 -5000 -15.000 0.000
· 10 1l 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-1 -14 -1 -t 4
SIDE SLIP A
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
LROS054} B CWTT 29Z CCOF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(0,*30,-30)
(RD$015J Z:CTT Z92 CCOF. R-35 O BITER BW4V51(- 0,+25,-355
(RD1036) B CWTT 29Z CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-15,+25,-35)(RC104Z) CWTT 292 CONF.:H-3 COBITER B5W4V5(-5,+25,-35)0 2 U G r  ' .. 3 ROITE= 5 q4 ( ~,.2 ,
"ACH























FIG. 16 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW- SPEED BRAKES AT 30. AND -30. DEG.
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-_ 0 a 4 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA StT SYHMS4. CONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTION
(RD1034 ) WITT 2922 CCO1F.H-33 CORITER 5W4Vs50,4'3s -SO)
(RO11035) CWTT 292 CCNF.H-S CORBITER 85W4V5(-10,25,-35)
(R10136) ,w CTT Z92 CC0F.H-33 CORITER BSW4V5(-1,+25,-35)
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FIG. 16 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW- SPEED BRAKES AT 30. AND -30. DEG.
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C4 8 10 12 14 16
REFERENCE INFORHATION







DATA SET SYMBO.. CCOFIGURATICO DESCRIPTICON
o01034) G CWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(0,+30,-30)
IR01035) GWTT 292 C.NF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-I0,+25,-35)
(RDI0036) GWTT 292 CCOF.H-33 C4R8ITER B5W4V5(-15,Z5,-35)




















GWTT 292Z CCNF.H-33 ORBITER BSt
G CWTT 292 CCNF.H-S3 ORBITER 85
GWTT 292 CrJNF.H-33 ORBITER B5'
CGWTT 292 H CNF.M-33 ORBITER 805
MACH
· - 4 - s 0 1 4 ·
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUOD
W4VS(O,+30,-30) 0.000 30.000 -30.000
W4Vs(-lO+,25,-35) -10.000 25.000 -35.000
W4V5C(-IS3+25,-35) -15.000 25.000 -35.000
lW4V5(-5,*25,-35) -5.000 25.000 -35.000
0.170
ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.7440 sa FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.
0.000 BREF 3.7800 FT.

































FIG. 16 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW- SPEED BRAKES AT 30. AND -30. DEG.
-10 - -_ -4 - 0 a-i
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
4 a 10 i2 14 16
DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHOL CCNFIGURATIION OESCRIPTICN
RD01034) G CWTT Z92 CCNF.:H-33 CRBITER BSW4VS(O,+3O,-30)
(AR01035 GWTT 29Z CCI4F.N-33 ORBITER BSW4Vg(-10,*25,-35)
(R01036) 0 GWTT 29Z CCIF.H-33 CI;:TER 55W4V5(-15,.25,-35)





































































-6. -14 -1 -;10 -$ -- - 4 
SIDE SLIP Al
OATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATICI CESCRIPTICON
RD1034 21 GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 85W4V5(O,+3O,-3O)
(RD1035) · GWTT 292 CCINF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-10,+25,-35)
(RD0136) CGWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-15.+25,-35)
(RD1042 GWCTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CR4BITER 85W4V5(-S,+25,-35)
MACH









0.000 SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.
0.000 BREF 3.7800 FT.




























-1· i2 i · · a I A 
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURAT[CdI DESCRIPTZCN
{1D$0039) GWTT "29 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER S5W4V5(0,9O. ,-15)
(R0103) GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER BSW4VS(-10,+5,-25)
(CRDI13) ' GWTT 292 CCNF.N-33 CRBITER 05W4V3(-I5,0,-3O)
MACH
































''s _4 - -a1 _ -O
DATA SET SYHNOL CCOrFIURATIC44 OESCRIPTICN
R:01033 Q CGWTT 292 CONF.H-33 OROITER I
R0l OS)0 GOWTT 292 CCNF.n-33 ORBITER I
o01losr) 0 CWTT 292Z CC.fF.H-33 ORBITER I
MACH
YAW- SPEED BRAKES AT 15. AND -15, DEG.
- -4 -· 0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUDD LRRUDD
6BW4VS(O,15e-15)a 0.000 15 .000 -15.000
B5W4V5(-10,5,t-25) -10.000 5.000 -25.000
55W4V5II-5.0.-30) -15.000 0.000 -30.000
0.170
ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATICN
0.000 SREF ?.T440 SQ FT
0.000 LREF 5.4000 FT.
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· . .... .. . . L- . . . .. . L . , . _ . . . L
-_ e -14 -J1 - - - - 4 - 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION TRUDOR LLRUDD LRRUDD
(RD0039) t GWTrT Z92 CCIF.H-33 ORZITER B5W4V5(O0,.5,-15) 0.000 15.0oo -1S.OO0
(ROIOSB) GWTT Z92 CCNF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-10,*S,-Z5) -10.000 5.000 -25.000
(RDiOS3) ' CWTT 292 CCINF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(C-5,0,-30) -15.000 0.000 -30.000
NACH 0.170
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F. lA -lsa tzlt 
g * - 4 - a a · 4 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
TRUDOR LLRUOD LRRUDO
W4V9(O*+5.,-15) 0.000 t5.000 -15.000
,W4V (-10,*5 -25) -10.000 5.000 -25,.000













cATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICfJ
(OlOS9)0 GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CROI.TER B5
(ROlo3o) GWTT 29Z CCeFr.H-33 COITER 85
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0 -14 -12 -10 - 6
DATA SET SYH.OL CCONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICON
(R010039) GCWTT 292 CONF.H-33 CRBITER I
(R01038) GOWTT 292 CONF.H-33 OR BITER I
(R01037) O GWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER I
MACH
- 6 -4 - aO a 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
TRUDDR LLRUOD LRRUDD
B5W4V5 (0,+15-15) 0. 000 .000 -15.000
B54V5 (-l ,5 ,-25) -10.000 S.000 -2 .000






5 .a8 10 1t 14 1s
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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so -14 -%t -10 - - 6 -4 -L
SIDE SLIP ,
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN
(RD1039) CWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(0,15,-I9)
RC0a03) 1 £CGWTT 292 CONF.H-33 ORBITER B5W4V5(-IO,+5,-25)



















* 10 i2 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
LREF 5.4000 FT.
















































-. 0, , 
-1f -14 -12 -10 - a -
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN CESCRIPTIONI
(RD1027 C)G CWTT 292 CCIF.H-33 CRBITER B05
(R01040) GWCTT 292 CCOF.H-33 CORBITER 85
(R01041) 0 GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER 851
MACH
i , A I . .
* -4 - 0 a 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
RUDOER ALPHA
¢W4V5 0.000 0.000
W4VS (-10) -10.000 0.000
W4V5 (-15) -15.000 0.000
o.170
REFERENCE INFORMATION















































DATA SET SYfMBOL CCOFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
(NOto27J GWTT 292 CCNF .H-33 CRBITER 85
(A1040o GATT 292 CCNF.IN-33 CRBITER 85
(NIO4041) GUTT 292 CCNF.H-53 CR BITER 65
MACH
lVENESS IN YAW- NO SPEED BRAKES
6 -4 - 04 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA ODEGREES
RUDDER ALPHA
1W4V 0.000 0.000
W4V5 (-10) -10.000 0.000
5W4V5(-15) -15.000 0.000
0.t170
8 10 it 14
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 18 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW- NO SPEED BRAKESm rr -in ~-- w-~ w -i-i w--r-- -ri w-- -m w -1- -- w -r
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6 a 0o 1t 14 s1
REFERENCE INFORMATION







OATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTICS
(I1Z0r) GWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 CRBITER BSW4VS
(I0 040) GWTT 292 CCINF.H-33 CRBITER B5W4V5(-1O)


























FIG. 18 RUDDER EFFECT] VENESS IN YAW- NO SPEED BRAKES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATI
(RDloZ?) Q GWTT 292 CCNF(101040) G WTT 292 CC NF
(l0104t) 0 GGWTT Z92 CCOIF(R)*) O ccT44CN
MACH
... . 1.. I. 1 _ .I I... I ... 
-10 - · - - 4 - 0 a 4 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ION OESCRIPTICN RUDDOER ALPHA
'.n-33 ORBITER 95W4V o 0.00 0.000
'.H-33 CRBOITER 5SW4V5(-_O) -10.000 0.000
r.H-33 OcRITER DSW4V5(-15) -15.000 0.000
0.o70
I I .
1s0 It 14 1i
REFERENCE INFORMATION












































-16 -14 -1 -10 -* -· -4 - 0 4 6 * 10 1a 14 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB-OL CCONIGURATICN DESCRIPTION RUDDER ALPHA RcFERENCE INFORMATION
NID1OZ7) G CWTT 292 CCNF.H-33 Ce:ITER 5W4VS o.ooo o.ooo SREF 7.7440 SQ FT
(R01040) GWTT 292 CCI.H-33 CRBITER BW4VS-10) -10.D00 0.000 LRPF .40o0 FT.


















-I0 -14 -12 -10 - l - d - 4
SIDE S
DA4A SET SYMBOL CCFIGURATICIN DESCRIPTICIN
0RND02r71 GWTT 292Z CCNFI.H-33 CROITER B5/W4V5
(RD01401 1 GWTT 292 CONF.H-53 ORBITER B5,4VS(-10)
CRO1041) 1 GWTT 292 CCONF.H-33 ORBITER 85W4V5(-15)
MACH
- 0 4 6







SREF .17440 SG FT
LREF 5.4000 FT.
BREF 3.7800 FT.
XNRP 1285.0040 IN.
YHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 403.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0400
PAGE 96
